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Message from the President  

Greetings Systemists,
Now that the new year has gotten underway its time to take
care of a number of chores and double down on efforts for
planning the conference. As many of you may know, we were
hoping to have a hybrid model, part in-person, part on-line.
Howard Silverman, our VP Conferences, had gone some way
toward organizing with the event staff at the University of
Washington, Tacoma, to host the in-person part of the
conference. But with the new round of uncertainty brought on by
the Omicron variant of the SARS-CoV-2 virus and the
complexities of trying to coordinate between the versions of the
conference, the committee decided that it would be best to just
repeat the very successful on-line format from 2021.

So, now that we have a firm handle on that, we are preparing to
finalize the announcements and call for papers, etc. Those will
be put out in an email from the ISSS Office in the not-too-distant
future, but keep your eyes on this newsletter for additional
information as it develops.

We've lined up some terrific speakers for plenary presentations
and keynote addresses who will provide more insights into how
advances in systems science are being used in other sciences
to support very exciting advances in knowledge in their fields.

https://cts.vrmailer3.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBIwHC1RAN4F5KjPPk8hV4JIh1-nqvXDF3s=/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZmFjZWJvb2suY29tL3N5c3RlbXMuc2NpZW5jZXM=/DEysX-cDKRDiEjgi8UY-ig==&merge_field_type=%7BVR_FACEBOOK_URL%7D&href_id_source=vr2-href-id-source-2
https://cts.vrmailer3.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBIwHC1RAN4F5KjPPk8hV4JIh1-nqvXDF3s=/aHR0cHM6Ly92cjIudmVydGljYWxyZXNwb25zZS5jb20vZW1haWxzLzM2MjgzODgzNzQ1MDM3P2NvbnRhY3RfaWQ9MzYyODM4ODc1MzE0MTM=/vm7pCW7YPsn-GhCJYvHsvQ==&merge_field_type=%7BVR_HOSTED_LINK%7D&href_id_source=vr2-href-id-source-1
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recently published papers to
newsletter@isss.org

Events promoted by
members
Systems Science
Conferences

Thanks to all the contributors!
Roelien Goede

Editor
Please take note of the

request to become part of
the newsletter team!

To contribute to any of
these, please send an email
with sufficient detail to:
newsletter@isss.org or
Roelien.goede@gmail.com

To receive this newsletter
you must sign up on our
main isss.org page under
"Newsletter Sign Up". 

The sciences, indeed in all human activities where new
knowledge is produced, are inherently progressive. Knowledge
is continually expanding and improving as advances in theories,
methodologies, instrumentation, and practices lead to new
discoveries. All of these areas interact with one another through
intricate feedback and feedforward channels. Many aspects of
systems theories and models are being used by scientists,
practitioners, and systems engineers to great effect.

The theme of the conference seeks to highlight recent
advances in our subject area that are feeding this process. For
example, relatively recent advances in network theory, one of
the core systems sciences, are being used by neuroscientists to
produce much better models of how brains work. 

In one of our recent Saturday/Wednesday open-mic sessions
the question arose, "What is the mission or purpose of the
ISSS?" The participants were exploring the role of the society in
tackling the global problematique (and there will be a special
track in the conference dedicated to further and more formal
exploration of this topic.) 

Message continues on next page:

Message of President Continues: Notes on the Purpose of the ISSS

The purpose of the ISSS is given in the bylaws.
Article 2.1 Purposes. The overall purpose of the ISSS is to promote the development of
conceptual frameworks based on general system theory, as well as their implementation in
practice. It further seeks to encourage research and facilitate communication between and
among scientists and professionals from various disciplines and professions at local, regional,
national, and international levels.

Until or unless amended, this defines the role of ISSS in its interactions with the world. My
interpretation of this purpose, promoting, encouraging, and facilitating, is not 'solving' the global
problematique, but rather by showing others in the world what systems science is and how to
use it, help the larger research and development community address it. This is not to say that
working groups or SIGS should not participate in projects to actualize the use of systems science
and thinking. It just means that the society itself is not engaged in particular projects, but focused
on helping the world to adopt the systems approach.

For example, I am being asked to participate in several forums and conferences in other

https://cts.vrmailer3.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBIwHC1RAN4F5KjPPk8hV4JIh1-nqvXDF3s=/aHR0cHM6Ly9saW5rcHJvdGVjdC5jdWRhc3ZjLmNvbS91cmw_YT1odHRwcyUzYSUyZiUyZmlzc3Mub3JnJmM9RSwxLEJpVjFwMWlxWlBPVGduUjFtcWJVMzdTbHM1RlhuM1BiOXBUYy1YOXpYR2wtY0hVenpPRC1RMm1QMzJTZkJ2MWJtbjMtZmJyTFNlQUc0NDFGQW5OU3E3VXlweS1VdXowYzE5YmQtNHB3YUlXc2Y3MGtNWTdzSWhnLCZ0eXBvPTEmYW5jcl9hZGQ9MQ==/bRZJeX1F9NjIZ6UAmL7nPA==&merge_field_type=(?x-mi:(?%3C=href=)%5B%5Cs%5D*%5B%27%22%5D(?%3Curl%3E%5B%5E%7B%22%5D.+?)%5B%22%5D)&href_id_source=vr2-href-id-source-3
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domains because people are realizing the need for more systemic approaches and are asking
me to provide some guidance. I suspect and hope that many of you are also providing
interactions with other organizations. As just a couple of examples, in April I plan on attending
the World Future Forum (https://worldfutureforum.org/) and will be giving a talk on systems
science to the Environment and Society spring seminar series at Utah State. 

Currently our VP Communications is unfilled. Ideally if we had a person filling that position they
could chair a committee for handling outreach and even open a speakers bureau to facilitate
linking ISSS members who can and want to communicate with the world outside the society with
these kinds of opportunities. This would be just one way that we could fulfill our purpose.

Finally, I am pleased to report that our VP Practice, Gary Smith, has proposed a new working
committee that will also address these kinds of outreach activities by working with many of the
other systems-related societies, mediated through the International Federation for Systems
Research (IFSR). Gary will provide more details but I wanted to remark on how thrilled I am to
see this kind of development. This is the ISSS doing something important!
George

ISSS Administrative Officers: Call for Nominations
DEADLINE 10th February 2022

The society thrives through its membership. The officers of the ISSS play an important role in
connecting and communicating with the membership to fulfil the society's purposes and
objectives as set out in Article II of our bylaws (https://www.isss.org/by-laws/).

In accordance with Bylaw 4.11.1 Nominations, we are currently seeking nominations from our
members for the following ISSS Administrative Officers:
• President-Elect (Term 2022 - 2025)
• Treasurer and VP for Funds (Term 2022 - 2027)
• VP for Research and Publications (Term 2022 - 2024)
• VP for Communication and Systems Education (Term 2022 - 2024) and
• VP for Membership and Public Relations (Term 2022 - 2025)

Role descriptions and responsibilities for each role are described in the ISSS Bylaw:4.6
Administrative Officers.

If you would like to nominate yourself or another, please nominate through your SIG Chair, a
Board of Trustee member, or Board of Director member. If you are nominating a person other
than yourself, please ensure that they know and have agreed to be nominated.
The SIG Chair, Board of Trustee member, and Board of Director member will then send through
nominations to the Nominating Committee, chaired by Past President, Delia Pembrey
MacNamara.

To nominate, please email your SIG Chair, a Board of Trustee member, or Board of Director
member :
- Name of nominating person

https://cts.vrmailer3.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBIwHC1RAN4F5KjPPk8hV4JIh1-nqvXDF3s=/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuaXNzcy5vcmcvYnktbGF3cy8=/zXszd-5rN-hLRJ016MCHyQ==&merge_field_type=(?x-mi:(?%3C=href=)%5B%5Cs%5D*%5B%27%22%5D(?%3Curl%3E%5B%5E%7B%22%5D.+?)%5B%22%5D)&href_id_source=vr2-href-id-source-4
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- Name of Nominee
- Administrative Officer Role being nominated for
- Short Bio: 100-250 words
- Expression of interest describing interest and what the nominee could bring to the role: 250-
500 words
- (Optional) Links: linkedin.com, researchgate.com, academia.edu, university

Email addresses can be found at: https://www.isss.org/special-integration-groups-sigs/

We look forward to receiving your nominations.
Best wishes

De

Upcoming Mini-Symposiums 
Details at https://www.isss.org/calendar

Open-mic: What is "Systems Thinking" in your view?

Saturday, February 5th, 2022, 7am to 9am and again on Wednesday 9/2.

From Wikipedia: "Systems thinking is a way of making sense of the complexity of the world by
looking at it in terms of wholes and relationships rather than by splitting...

Potential Systems Science Contributions to Shifting the Human Extinction Trajectory
toward a Positive Direction

Saturday, February 12th, 2022, 7am to 9am and again on Wednesday 16/2.

Russell Boulding Abstract: The current human population overshoot curve trajectory is toward a
catastrophic collapse of human population and greatly reduced planetary carrying capacity. In a

best-case scenario a quantum...

As soon as there was life there was danger.

Saturday, February 19th, 2022, 7am to 9am and again on Wednesday 23/2.

Professor Joesph LeDeux Abstract: Organisms face challenges to survival throughout life. When
we freeze or flee in danger, we often feel fear. Tracing the deep history of danger gives a...

SIG in FOCUS: Health and Systems Thinking

https://cts.vrmailer3.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBIwHC1RAN4F5KjPPk8hV4JIh1-nqvXDF3s=/aHR0cDovL2xpbmtlZGluLmNvbS8=/ZLgj2q-Yh5Y3ZCSkx64Bqg==&merge_field_type=(?x-mi:(?%3C=href=)%5B%5Cs%5D*%5B%27%22%5D(?%3Curl%3E%5B%5E%7B%22%5D.+?)%5B%22%5D)&href_id_source=vr2-href-id-source-5
https://cts.vrmailer3.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBIwHC1RAN4F5KjPPk8hV4JIh1-nqvXDF3s=/aHR0cDovL3Jlc2VhcmNoZ2F0ZS5jb20v/ZkEfj5QP1Q_VSvMjdoxOGg==&merge_field_type=(?x-mi:(?%3C=href=)%5B%5Cs%5D*%5B%27%22%5D(?%3Curl%3E%5B%5E%7B%22%5D.+?)%5B%22%5D)&href_id_source=vr2-href-id-source-6
https://cts.vrmailer3.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBIwHC1RAN4F5KjPPk8hV4JIh1-nqvXDF3s=/aHR0cDovL2FjYWRlbWlhLmVkdS8=/nJeROM5s3tCXdXDq4Fn6Rg==&merge_field_type=(?x-mi:(?%3C=href=)%5B%5Cs%5D*%5B%27%22%5D(?%3Curl%3E%5B%5E%7B%22%5D.+?)%5B%22%5D)&href_id_source=vr2-href-id-source-7
https://cts.vrmailer3.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBIwHC1RAN4F5KjPPk8hV4JIh1-nqvXDF3s=/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuaXNzcy5vcmcvc3BlY2lhbC1pbnRlZ3JhdGlvbi1ncm91cHMtc2lncy8=/Stb6_RqWhxGbdVnJUDsNcQ==&merge_field_type=(?x-mi:(?%3C=href=)%5B%5Cs%5D*%5B%27%22%5D(?%3Curl%3E%5B%5E%7B%22%5D.+?)%5B%22%5D)&href_id_source=vr2-href-id-source-8
https://cts.vrmailer3.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBIwHC1RAN4F5KjPPk8hV4JIh1-nqvXDF3s=/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuaXNzcy5vcmcvY2FsZW5kYXI=/NSoMNfNfH9Uoep4c1xUqfw==&merge_field_type=(?x-mi:(?%3C=href=)%5B%5Cs%5D*%5B%27%22%5D(?%3Curl%3E%5B%5E%7B%22%5D.+?)%5B%22%5D)&href_id_source=vr2-href-id-source-9
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SIG in FOCUS: Health and Systems Thinking

The World Health Organization's (WHO) definition of health in their constitution is: "Health is a
state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease
or infirmity.” We, the Health and Systems Thinking Special Integration Group SIG, employ the
Chinese Five Elements Systems Theory to categorize health systems into Physical health
(Earth), Mental health (Wood), Emotional health (Fire), Behavioural health (Metal), and Spiritual
health (Water). This categorization would provide a systemic view for health systems and
individual health, and could establish a platform to incorporate different Ancient-Modern, East-
West health theories and practices. The book, “Systems Thinking for Health Systems
Strengthening” ISBN 978 92 4 156389 5, published by WHO and alliance, shows that health and
systems thinking is coming into the mainstream. Hence we adopt the concept of Unity in
Diversity as our goal, to develop the health and systems thinking theories as part of General
Systems Theory, to align with the ultimate purpose of ISSS.

Contact the SIG Chair Tomas Wong for more information:  ISSS@EC-Balance.org

Action Research  PUBLICATION Opportunity

Invitation from Shankar Sankaran

We are encouraging acHon researchers to publish a new form of arHcle to the AcHon
Learning and AcHon Research Journal.
This  ALARj has introduced a new category of arHcles called Thesis Research Notes for you to write about 
your research journey

A Thesis Research Note is an informaHve paper that directly refers to and links to your thesis to ‘whet the
reader’s appeHte’ to consider downloading and reading it as well as to gain an appreciaHon of the higher
degree research candidate’s research journey, moHvaHon to choose the research topic, maintain interest
in the many years taken to complete the research, and university’s support. We
thank  #ProfessorDerekWalker who introduced such an outlet to project management researchers for

enabling acHon researchers to publish from their theses/dissertaHons.
Link to Journal site: h)ps://lnkd.in/giQ6Z3ua

https://cts.vrmailer3.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBIwHC1RAN4F5KjPPk8hV4JIh1-nqvXDF3s=/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cubGlua2VkaW4uY29tL2ZlZWQvaGFzaHRhZy8_a2V5d29yZHM9cHJvZmVzc29yZGVyZWt3YWxrZXImaGlnaGxpZ2h0ZWRVcGRhdGVVcm5zPXVybiUzQWxpJTNBYWN0aXZpdHklM0E2ODkzMzE2ODY1ODQ2ODM3MjQ4/oPPD4aDREf-JhP5BRSA6RA==&merge_field_type=(?x-mi:(?%3C=href=)%5B%5Cs%5D*%5B%27%22%5D(?%3Curl%3E%5B%5E%7B%22%5D.+?)%5B%22%5D)&href_id_source=vr2-href-id-source-10
https://cts.vrmailer3.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBIwHC1RAN4F5KjPPk8hV4JIh1-nqvXDF3s=/aHR0cHM6Ly9sbmtkLmluL2dpUTZaM3Vh/eqyd9EirsEtvGNaxplKZ3g==&merge_field_type=(?x-mi:(?%3C=href=)%5B%5Cs%5D*%5B%27%22%5D(?%3Curl%3E%5B%5E%7B%22%5D.+?)%5B%22%5D)&href_id_source=vr2-href-id-source-11
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Circles of Women In Systems Thinking (CWiST) 

The ISSS is pleased to resume the Circles of Women In Systems Thinking (CWiST) in
collaboration with member, Namrata (Nnaumrata) Arora. Please see below for some background
and an overview of the initiative and how it has been received by members.

Please Note:
This session requires registration. Please review the information below and register with me
at admin@isss.org by February 5th. 
If you have any questions, please email me at the ISSS Office, Jennifer Makar
at admin@isss.org I will work with Nnaumrata to provide you with any information you require. 

Best, 
Jennifer  Maker

About CWiST

Purpose and Objectives

Systems Thinking dialogues and forums have long been dominated by various models and
approaches created by men. While many men have made significant and lasting contributions to
the field of Systems Thinking, there is a need to bring a balance in the Systems Thinking world
by way of recognising and spotlighting the work of women in this vast, interdisciplinary field. In
addition, there is a need to move beyond intellectual discussions and application of Systems
Thinking approaches and bring our 'whole person' to such dialogues, in keeping with the
fundamentals of Systems Thinking.

With CWiST, our hope was to bring to life our intention of reinstating the work of leading women
Systems Thinkers from within ISSS such as Margaret Mead, Allenna Leonard, Debora
Hammond, Jennifer Wilby, who have made significant contributions to the field of Systems
Thinking along with holding key leadership positions with the ISSS. In addition, we also hoped to
broaden our horizons by way of including the transformational work done by thought leaders
outside of the ISSS such as Joanna Macy, Donella Meadows and Margaret Wheatley to name a
few.

CWiST uses the ancient-future social technology of offering a safe space (in the form of circles),
that enable the expression and integration of all views. A spin off from CWiST has been the new
DEI SIG, which some of you are a part of. We hope to continue to integrate our learning and
experience of being in circles at the ISSS and invite you to join us on this journey as we resume
after a hiatus.

Our Vision
~ To enable women at ISSS to engage in a dialogue about their experiences with varied
approaches to Systems Thinking, so as to deepen our collective understanding of this
discipline and to apply it to the work which is critical during this time
~ To enable collaboration amongst members so as to enhance a sense of community and
provide a support system for women in the field of Systems Thinking
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News from the Book Club
In our last meeting, the Book Club decided to put a hold on reading Stafford Beer’s The Heart of
Enterprise in order to read Victor MacGill’s book From Violence to Love: Using Systems Wisdom
to Co-create Compassionate Futures. Victor’s book is not yet published (hopefully by the end of
the year), so this is a great opportunity to give a fellow colleague some feedback. Victor will be
joining us for the meetings.

The book is available in both pdf and Word versions, although the Word version is usually the
one that it most up-to-date. Here are the links:

The PDF version of the book (8MB)

https://1drv.ms/b/s!Avm8B6xFLGnEhLpKRj3BF3-Z_WT0hQ?e=W9DQhz

The Word version of the book (100MB). This will allow you to use track changes if you wish.

https://1drv.ms/w/s!Avm8B6xFLGnEhLpGgHCT79bwq0CEnw?e=UEMgV5

Here are the reading assignments:
Feb. 17: Introduction and Chapter 1
Mar. 17: Chapter 2
Apr. 21: Chapter 3
May 19: Chapters 4 & 5
June 16: Chapters 6 & 7

We will then pick up where we left off with The Heart of Enterprise as follows:
July 21: Chapters 4-6
Aug. 18: Chapters 7-10
Sept. 15: Chapters 11-13
Oct. 20: Chapter 14 - Note One
Nov. 17: Note Two - Note Five

If you’d like to join us for any of this reading and discussion, please email Marty Jacobs at
marty.jacobs.sis@gmail.com to be added to the Book Club email list.

Happy reading!
________________________________

https://cts.vrmailer3.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBIwHC1RAN4F5KjPPk8hV4JIh1-nqvXDF3s=/aHR0cHM6Ly8xZHJ2Lm1zL2IvcyFBdm04QjZ4RkxHbkVoTHBEbXBJMks2ZF9XcnMtakE_ZT1PMVZxVzQ=/rLZ-FpIo8n0epcLIUwosTw==&merge_field_type=(?x-mi:(?%3C=href=)%5B%5Cs%5D*%5B%27%22%5D(?%3Curl%3E%5B%5E%7B%22%5D.+?)%5B%22%5D)&href_id_source=vr2-href-id-source-12
https://cts.vrmailer3.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBIwHC1RAN4F5KjPPk8hV4JIh1-nqvXDF3s=/aHR0cHM6Ly8xZHJ2Lm1zL3cvcyFBdm04QjZ4RkxHbkVoTHBFM0ZtT3Q5RGwtTEFkUlE_ZT1UZktPR3o=/bhQhCQiegaxVhMdyExjkKw==&merge_field_type=(?x-mi:(?%3C=href=)%5B%5Cs%5D*%5B%27%22%5D(?%3Curl%3E%5B%5E%7B%22%5D.+?)%5B%22%5D)&href_id_source=vr2-href-id-source-13
https://cts.vrmailer3.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBIwHC1RAN4F5KjPPk8hV4JIh1-nqvXDF3s=/bWFpbHRvOm1hcnR5LmphY29icy5zaXNAZ21haWwuY29t/fPlJIzhL_2LRToBSWXBmMA==&merge_field_type=(?x-mi:(?%3C=href=)%5B%5Cs%5D*%5B%27%22%5D(?%3Curl%3E%5B%5E%7B%22%5D.+?)%5B%22%5D)&href_id_source=vr2-href-id-source-14
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Recently published papers of special interest 

In this  section of the newsletter, we invite members to send us abstracts and publication detail of
their recent published papers. The aim is to showcase current research activity of our members.

The Prevalence of Systems Thinking in Supply Chain Management: a Systematic
Literature Review

Wilden, D., Hopkins, J. & Sadler, I.

Abstract:Abstract

In light of the maelstrom that global Supply Chains must struggle with, we contend that

Systems Thinking in Supply Chain Management can be an enabling factor. Systems Thinking

can support problem-solving in the reactive crisis mode that practitioners find themselves

in, let alone when seeking ways to improve the end-to-end Supply Chain. This paper

determines the prevalence of Systems Thinking methodologies within the literature and

confirms if these contributions provide benefits to Supply Chain Management beyond the

dyad through empirical research? Given the challenges of realising supply chain-wide
progression,

are these contributions supporting the discipline in pursuing industry advancement

strategies? A systematic literature review methodology was employed, evaluating

ninety-seven peer-reviewed papers regarding the breadth; from suppliers’ supplier to customers

customer, and depth; from literature review to empirical research. Five research

outcomes are identified, resulting in an established hypothesis. We argue that a positive

correlation between Systems Thinking Maturity and Supply Chain Performance leads to

a more significant opportunity to go beyond the dyad. The hypothesis led to a research

construct that advocates the need to determine empirically whether a correlation exists
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between Systems Thinking Maturity and Supply Chain Performance.

Full citation: The Prevalence of Systems Thinking in Supply Chain Management: a Systematic
Literature Review. Syst Pract Action Res (2021). https://doi.org/10.1007/s11213-021-09578-5

More about the author Daniell Wilden:

Having spent several years with Toyota, working across Australia and the Asia Pacific region, I
was actively involved in the Toyota Production System. My thinking was galvanised by the
virtues of having a working system and actively developing it further. My PhD research was
triggered by the contrast I found with organisations I joined after leaving Toyota and the lack of a
systems approach towards running the organisation and interfaces with stakeholders. Upon
commencing my PhD, I wanted to explore the need for organisations to think about their systems
of work, specifically the interrelationship with the Supply Chain. I was seeking Systems Thinking;
I just did not know it yet. Through research into Organisations, I came across Organisational
Theory, which led me to Systems Thinking, where I found what I had been searching for; a way
of looking at the organisation from a systems perspective, something that I found familiar given
my Toyota experience. For the last couple of years, I have further researched, and understood
systems thinking and integrated it into my research. This led to the first paper, where I undertook
a Systematic Literature Review to understand how prevalent Systems Thinking was in Supply
Chain Management. My current research seeks to determine the empirical positions of Systems
Thinking in Supply Chain practitioners that will inform future research where Supply Chain
Management can further benefit by adopting holism. I consider myself a minnow from a Systems
Thinking perspective, although I enjoy being in the ISSS pond.

Systems Science Conferences and Tracks at General Conferences

The open access journal Systems (ISSN 2079-8954) is pleased to announce a new
Special Issue entitled "Application of Systems Dynamics (SD) Simulation and Systems
Modeling Language (SysML) in Systems Resilience and Sustainability Management". Dr.
Niamat Ullah Ibne Hossain, Dr. Mohammad Shamsuddoha and Dr. Alexandr M. Sokolov
are serving as Guest Editors for this issue. The submission deadline is 01 March 2022
and papers may be submitted immediately or at any point until 01 March 2022, as papers
will be published on an ongoing basis. For more information on this Special Issue and
submission guidelines, please visit the following page:
https://www.mdpi.com/si/systems/asds.
The workshop, Social Responsibility of Algorithms 2022, will be held virtually on 13-17
June 2022.SRA22 is an inherently interdisciplinary workshop, designed to start a
conversation aimed at fostering innovative technology and policy development in the
context of climate change and socio-economicuncertainty.  Workshop organised
by algorithmic.futures@anu.edu.au.  

https://cts.vrmailer3.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBIwHC1RAN4F5KjPPk8hV4JIh1-nqvXDF3s=/bWFpbHRvOmFsZ29yaXRobWljLmZ1dHVyZXNAYW51LmVkdS5hdQ==/YatSYceldN4QqAPXefhiOg==&merge_field_type=(?x-mi:(?%3C=href=)%5B%5Cs%5D*%5B%27%22%5D(?%3Curl%3E%5B%5E%7B%22%5D.+?)%5B%22%5D)&href_id_source=vr2-href-id-source-15
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Invitation to join the Newsletter Editorial Team

We started the newsletter in the final quarter of last year to provide a vehicle for monthly
reflection on the activities of the society. The first three issues were well received and the Board
of Directors supports the newsletter as a means to support the purpose and objectives of the
society. As stated in the by-laws, the purpose of the society is:

The overall purpose of the ISSS is to promote the development of conceptual frameworks based
on general system theory, as well as their implementation in practice. It further seeks to
encourage research and facilitate communication between and among scientists and
professionals from various disciplines and professions at local, regional, national, and
international levels.

The newsletter seeks to support the final sentence of this statement.  To encourage
contributions, we started regular features in order to provide guidance on the type of information
we want to communicate. These are listed on the first page of each newsletter and members are
invited to provide information to the editorial team.

To ensure sustainability and equal opportunity, it is important to form an editorial team for the
newsletter. I hereby invite any ISSS member to become part of the editorial team of the
newsletter. Editorial team members should  be especially enthusiastic about the latter part of the
purpose statement quoted above. Please contact me at newsletter@isss.org if you are
interested in joining the team.

Roelien Goede

Editor and President-Elect

Thanks to all the contributors!
Roelien Goede

Editor

To contribute to event lists or any other section, please send an email with sufficient detail to:
newsletter@isss.org
To receive this newsletter you must sign up on our main isss.org page under "Newsletter
Sign Up". 
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